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Characterization of the Group Association Scheme of the Symmetric
Group
MASATO TOMIYAMA AND NORIO YAMAZAKI
Let n be a non-zero positive integer and 3.n/ the set of all partitions of n. There is a one-
to-one correspondence between 3.n/ and the set of the conjugacy classes of Sn , the symmetric
group of degree n. Let X .Sn/ D .Sn ; fRg23.n// be the group association scheme of Sn andX D .X; fRg23.n// be an association scheme having intersection numbers identical to those of
X .Sn/. Suppose there exists no set of four vertices fx1; x2; x3; x4g with x1; x2; x3; x4 2 X satisfying
.x1; x2/; .x2; x3/; .x3; x4/; .x4; x1/ 2 R.2/, .x1; x3/ 2 R.3/ and .x2; x4/ 2 R.2;2/. Then X is shown
to be isomorphic to X .Sn/. (In [17], the authors show that if n  5, X does not possess four vertices
of this type.)
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1. INTRODUCTION
An association scheme can be thought of as a combinatorial interpretation of transitive per-
mutation groups. It is one of the central concepts for those who attempt to study combinatorial
structure with high regularity, not relying on group theory. Since the regularity of an associ-
ation scheme is measured by its parameters (intersection numbers), it is a natural problem to
characterize (or classify) association schemes with a given set of parameters. There are many
contributions to this problem (e.g. [5] for the Hamming schemes, [11, 14] for the Johnson
schemes, [13] for the q-analogue Johnson schemes, [9] for the dual polar schemes, [8, 10]
for the forms schemes and so on), but almost all of them concern P- (and Q-) polynomial
schemes.
A standard example of non-P- or non-Q- polynomial association schemes can be constructed
from each group G, which is called the group association scheme X .G/ of G. The character
table of G determines the parameters of X .G/, and vice versa. (See [1].) Thus for group
association schemes, characterization by their parameters is reduced to the classical problem
of characterizing a group by its character table (though the association schemes of two non-
isomorphic groups may be isomorphic). Here we can rely on many results in structure and
representation theory of groups.
However, difficulties arises when we attempt to classify all association schemes (not necessar-
ily group association schemes) with parameters identical to those of a given group association
scheme. Because, the problem is now completely different in nature: we are not allowed to
rely on group theory and, therefore, purely combinatorial methods are required. Furthermore,
the result is not always simple: there are exactly three non-isomorphic association schemes
with parameters identical to those of X .S4/ of the symmetric group S4 of degree 4 and, among
these X .S4/ is the unique group association scheme (see [15].)
Because of these difficulties, few results have appeared for the classification of association
schemes in which the parameters are identical to those of the group association scheme X .G/
for a given group G: see [15] for G D A5, S4 and SL.2; 5/, and [16] for G D PSL.2; 7/.
They are individual groups, and the arguments heavily depend on each particular group.
In this paper and the forthcoming paper [17], we will consider the above problem for an
infinite family of groups G D Sn , the symmetric group of degree n, for every n. In the present
paper, we characterize X .Sn/ by its parameters under the non-existence assumption of some
quadrangles (see Theorem 2.1.)
In the forthcoming paper [17], we will show that the assumption can be eliminated if n  5,
and hence establish:
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THEOREM 1.1. The group association scheme X .Sn/ of the symmetric group Sn of degree n
is characterized by its intersection numbers if n 6D 4.
In general, to show that the association scheme X is uniquely determined by given param-
eters, we have to show that each relation of X is uniquely determined by them. In our case,
it is enough to show that some particular relation is unique, i.e. some graph 0 related to this
relation is unique. We mention this in Section 3. In this paper we assume the non-existence
of some quadrangles, and prove Theorem 2.1. We show some basic lemmas in Section 4.
To prove them, we use the spherical representation of an association scheme which is useful
under our assumption (see Lemma 4.2.) By induction on the distance from one fixed vertex,
we show that the graph 0 is uniquely determined by the parameters in Section 5.
2. DEFINITIONS AND MAIN THEOREM
Let X be a finite set and let Ri .i D 0; 1; : : : ; d/ be the relations on X , i.e. subsets of X X .
Then X D .X; fRi g0id/ is an association scheme of d classes if the following conditions
hold.
.1/ R0 D f.x; x/ : x 2 Xg.
.2/ X  X D R0 [ R1 [    [ Rd , and Ri \ R j D ; if i 6D j .
.3/ t Ri D Ri 0 for some i 0 2 f0; 1; : : : ; dg, where t Ri D f.x; y/ : .y; x/ 2 Ri g.
.4/ For i; j; k 2 f0; 1; : : : ; dg, the number of z 2 X such that .x; z/ 2 Ri and .z; y/ 2 R j is
a constant, pki j , whenever .x; y/ 2 Rk .
An association scheme X is called commutative if the condition
.5/ pki j D pkji for all i; j; k 2 f0; 1; : : : ; dg
holds, and symmetric if the condition
.6/ t Ri D Ri for all i 2 f0; 1; : : : ; dg
holds.
The non-negative integers fpki j g0i; j;kd are called the intersection numbers of X . The
reader is referred to [1] and [2] for the general theory of association schemes and the related
terminology.
Let G be a finite group. Let C0 .D fidg/;C1; : : : ;Cd be the conjugacy classes of G. De-
fine relations Ri .i D 0; 1; : : : ; d/ on G by Ri D f.x; y/ : yx−1 2 Ci g. Then X .G/ D
.G; fRi g0id/ is a commutative association scheme of d classes called the group association
scheme of G (see [1, Example II.2.1(2)].)
Let Sn be the symmetric group of degree n. It is well known that the conjugacy classes
of Sn depend on its cycle shapes. Let 3.n/ be the set of all partitions of n or, equivalently, the
set of all unordered n-tuples .n1; n2; : : : ; nm/ such that 1  m  n,
Pm
jD1 n j D n, and n j is a
positive integer for 1  j  m. For  D .1; : : : ; 1; i1; : : : ; im/ 2 3.n/ (is  2 for 1  s  m),
we write  D .i1; : : : ; im/ and .1/ D .1; : : : ; 1/. For  2 3.n/, let C D fx 2 Sn : x
has the cycle-shape g. Then fCg23.n/ are conjugacy classes of Sn . Define relations R
. 2 3.n// on Sn by R D f.x; y/ : yx−1 2 Cg. Then X .Sn/ D .Sn; fRg23.n// is a
symmetric commutative association scheme of j3.n/j classes. In the following, we use the
notation R without further reference.
In this paper, we prove the following.
THEOREM 2.1. Let X D .X; fRg23.n// be an association scheme having intersection
numbers identical to those of X .Sn/. Suppose there exists no four vertices fx1; x2; x3; x4g with
x1; x2; x3; x4 2 X satisfying .x1; x2/; .x2; x3/; .x3; x4/; .x4; x1/ 2 R.2/, .x1; x3/ 2 R.3/ and
.x2; x4/ 2 R.2;2/. Then X is isomorphic to X .Sn/.
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In [17], the authors show that if n  5, X does not possess four vertices of this type. If
n  3, it is easily shown that X .Sn/ is characterized by its intersection numbers. If n D 4, there
are exactly three non-isomorphic association schemes having intersection numbers identical to
those of X .S4/ (see [15]). One of these three is X .S4/, and each of the other two possesses
four vertices of the type in question.
3. PRELIMINARIES
Let X D .X; fRg23/ be a symmetric association scheme. For a subset Y of X and  2 3,
let .Y; R/ be a graph whose vertex set is Y and edge set is ffx; yg 2
(Y
2

: .x; y/ 2 Rg.
In the following, we fix an integer n  5 and write 3 D 3.n/. Let X D .X; fRg23/ be
an association scheme having intersection numbers identical to those of X .Sn/. For x 2 X ,
u 2 Sn , and  2 3, let
R.x/ D fy 2 X : .x; y/ 2 Rg;
R.u/ D fv 2 Sn : .u; v/ 2 Rg:
Then we know
R.id/ D C:
Take any permutation u D ..1/1   .1/i1 /.
.2/
1   .2/i2 /    .
.m/
1   .m/im / in R.i1;i2;:::;im /.id/.
We introduce some notation. For any  not fixed by u, we use the symbol u./ to denote the
permutation by deleting the letter  from the cycle in u containing , namely
u.
.s/
k / D ..1/1   .1/i1 /    .
.s/
1   .s/k−1.s/kC1   .s/is /    .
.m/
1   .m/im /:
Then
u.
.s/
k / 2
 R.i1;:::;is−1;is−1;isC1;:::;im /.id/ if is  3,
R.i1;:::;is−1;isC1;:::;im /.id/ if is D 2.
For example, let
u D .1 2 3/.4 5 6 7 8 9 10/.11 12 13 14/.15 16/:
Then
u.4/ D .1 2 3/.5 6 7 8 9 10/.11 12 13 14/.15 16/;
u.6/ D .1 2 3/.4 5 7 8 9 10/.11 12 13 14/.15 16/;
u.13/ D .1 2 3/.4 5 6 7 8 9 10/.11 12 14/.15 16/;
u.15/ D .1 2 3/.4 5 6 7 8 9 10/.11 12 13 14/:
Next take any non-trivial cycle ..s/1   .s/is / in u, choose its cyclic shift .
.s/
h   .s/h−1/ for
some h D 1; : : : ; is , reading the indices modulo is . In the following, we write C .s/ for this
cyclic shift.
We split the ordered set C .s/ into two parts: C .s/1 D f.s/h ; : : : ; .s/hC f−1g and C .s/2 D
f.s/hC f ; : : : ; .s/h−1g for some f with 1  f  is − 1. We use the symbol u[C .s/1 ;C .s/2 ] to
denote the permutation by splitting the cycle C .s/ into two cycles C .s/1 and C
.s/
2 , namely
u[C .s/1 ;C
.s/
2 ] D ..1/1   .1/i1 /    .
.s/
h   .s/hC f−1/..s/hC f   .s/h−1/    ..m/1   .m/im /:
Then
u[C .s/1 ;C
.s/
2 ] 2
8<:
R.i1;:::;is−1; f;is− f;isC1:::;im /.id/ if is  4, 2  f  is − 2,
R.i1;:::;is−1;is−1;isC1:::;im /.id/ if is  3, f D 1; is − 1,
R.i1;:::;is−1;isC1:::;im /.id/ if is D 2.
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We know that
u

.
.s/
h /.
.s/
hC1   .s/h−1/
 D u..s/h /:
For example, let
u D .1 2 3/.4 5 6 7 8 9 10/.11 12 13 14/.15 16/:
Then
u[.11 12/.13 14/] D .1 2 3/.4 5 6 7 8 9 10/.11 12/.13 14/.15 16/;
u[.6 7 8/.9 10 4 5/] D .1 2 3/.6 7 8/.9 10 4 5/.11 12 13 14/.15 16/;
u[.2/.1 3/] D u.2/ D .1 3/.4 5 6 7 8 9 10/.11 12 13 14/.15 16/;
u[.15/.16/] D u.15/ D .1 2 3/.4 5 6 7 8 9 10/.11 12 13 14/:
Let 0 D .X; R.2// and 0 D .Sn; R.2//. Let @ (resp., @) be the distance function of 0
(resp., 0). Let d.0/ be the maximum distance in 0. If, for x; y 2 X with x 6D y, x and y are
adjacent in 0, then we write x  y. Otherwise, we write x 6 y. For  D .i1; : : : ; im/ 2 3, let
’./ D
mX
sD1
.is − 1/:
Now we consider 0. If u; v 2 Sn and .u; v/ 2 R.2/, then there is some transposition .a b/ 2
Sn such that v D .a b/u. Hence we know 0 is bipartite with bipartition Sn D An [ .Sn n An/,
where An is the alternating group of degree n.
Take u D ..1/1   .1/i1 /    .
.m/
1   .m/im / 2 R.i1;:::;im /.id/ and v 2 R.id/ such that .u; v/ 2
R.2/. Let  D .i1; : : : ; im/. There is .a b/ 2 Sn such that v D .a b/u. If neither a nor b is
in C .s/ for all s, then v is the permutation adding the cycle .a b/ with u and ’./ D ’./C1.
If one of a and b is in C.s/ for some s and the other is not in C .t/ for all t , then v is the
permutation adding one letter a or b to C .s/ in u and ’./ D ’./C 1. If a is in C .s/ and b
is in C .t/ for some s and t .s 6D t/, then v is the permutation making two cycles C.s/ and C .t/
in u into one cycle and ’./ D ’./C 1. If a and b are in C .s/ for some s and one of them
is next to the other, then v is the permutation deleting one letter a or b from C.s/ in u and
’./ D ’./ − 1. If a and b are in C .s/ for some s and none of them is next to the other,
then v is the permutation splitting C .s/ in u into two cycles and ’./ D ’./− 1.
So we know j’./− ’./j D 1 if there are u 2 R.id/ and v 2 R.id/ with .u; v/ 2 R.2/.
If we assume ’./  ’./, we have v D u./ for some  not fixed by u, or u[C .s/1 ;C .s/2 ] for
some s with 1  s  m.
LEMMA 3.1. We have the following.
.1/ Let  D .i1; : : : ; im/ 2 3, and let  2 3 with ’./  ’./ − 1. Then p.2/; 6D 0 iff
’./ D ’./− 1 and one of the following holds.
.i/  D .i1; : : : ; is−1; is − 1; isC1; : : : ; im/ .1  s  m, is  3/.
.i i/  D .i1; : : : ; is−1; isC1; : : : ; im/ .1  s  m, is D 2/.
.i i i/  D .i1; : : : ; is−1; f; is − f; isC1; : : : ; im/ .1  s  m, is  4, 2  f  is − 2/.
.2/ Let x , y 2 X with .x; y/ 2 R . 2 3/. Then @.x; y/ D ’./. In particular, d.0/ D n−1.
PROOF. p.2/; 6D 0 iff there are u 2 R.id/ and v 2 R.id/ such that .u; v/ 2 R.2/. So we
have (1). (2) follows from (1). 2
Let
3l D f 2 3 : ’./ D lg:
For example, 30 D f.1/g;31 D f.2/g;32 D f.3/; .2; 2/g and 33 D f.4/; .2; 3/; .2; 2; 2/g.
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LEMMA 3.2. The following hold.
.1/ p.2/;.2/ 6D 0 iff  D .1/; .3/; .2; 2/. Moreover p.1/.2/;.2/ D
(
n
2

, p.3/.2/;.2/ D 3 and p.2;2/.2/;.2/ D 2.
.2/ p.2/;.3/ 6D 0 iff  D .2/; .4/; .2; 3/. Moreover p.2/.2/;.3/ D 2.n − 2/, p.4/.2/;.3/ D 4 and
p.2;3/.2/;.3/ D 1.
.3/ p.2/;.2;2/ 6D 0 iff  D .2/; .4/; .2; 3/; .2; 2; 2/. Moreover p.2/.2/;.2;2/ D
(
n−2
2

, p.4/.2/;.2;2/ D 2,
p.2;3/.2/;.2;2/ D 3 and p.2;2;2/.2/;.2;2/ D 3.
.4/ p.2;2/.2;2;2/;.2/ D
(
n−4
2

and p.3/.2;3/;.2/ D
(
n−3
2

.
PROOF. As is clear from Lemma 3.1(1), we have
p.2/.2/;.3/ D jR.2/.id/ \ R.3/..12//j D jf.i j/ : i D 1; 2 and j D 3; 4; : : : ; ngj D 2.n − 2/:
Other intersection numbers are similarly obtained from the structure of 0. 2
For  2 3, let
8./ D f 2 3 : p.2/; 6D 0; ’./ D ’./− 1g:
LEMMA 3.3. Let 1; 2 2 3 .1 6D 2/ with ’.1/ D ’.2/. If f1; 2g 6D f.3/; .2; 2/g and
f1; 2g 6D f.4/; .2; 3/g, then 8.1/ 6D 8.2/.
PROOF. Let 1D .i1; : : : ; i p; j1; : : : ; jq/, 2 D .i1; : : : ; i p; k1; : : : ; kr / such that f j1; : : : ; jqg
\ fk1; : : : ; kr g D ;. We may assume maxf jl : 1  l  qg > maxfkl : 1  l  rg. If q  2,
we may assume jq D maxf jl : 1  l  qg. Then .i1; : : : ; i p; j1 − 1; j2; : : : ; jq/ is in 8.1/
but not in 8.2/ from Lemma 3.1(1) and the fact that jq > kl for all l. So we have q D 1. If
r  3, then .i1; : : : ; i p; k1 − 1; k2; : : : ; kr / is in 8.2/ but not in 8.1/ from Lemma 3.1(1)
and the fact that r  3 D q C 2. Since ’.1/ D ’.2/, we may assume r D 2 and j1 > k1; k2.
We have p D 0, as otherwise .i1 − 1; i2; : : : ; i p; j1/ is in 8.1/ but not in 8.2/ from
Lemma 3.1(1) and the fact that j1 > k1; k2.
Suppose k1  4, then, for f with 2  f  k1, .k1 − f; f; k2/ is in 8.2/ but not in 8.1/
from Lemma 3.1(1). Hence we have k1; k2  3 and f1; 2g D f.3/; .2; 2/g, f.4/; .2; 3/g
or f.5/; .3; 3/g. For the first two cases, we easily obtain 8..3// D 8..2; 2// D f.2/g and
8..4// D 8..2; 3// D f.3/; .2; 2/g. For the last case, we have .4/ in 8..5// but not in
8..3; 3//.
Thus we have the assertion. 2
For  2 3, the adjacency matrix A of R is defined to be the matrix of degree jX j whose
rows and columns are indexed by the elements of X and whose .x; y/ entries are given by
.A/x;y D
n 1 if .x; y/ 2 R,
0 otherwise .
LEMMA 3.4. If 0 is isomorphic to 0 as a graph, then X is isomorphic to X .Sn/ as an
association scheme.
PROOF. We shall show that the relation R (i.e. A) is uniquely determined. We will use
induction on ’./. By our assumption, A.2/ is uniquely determined.
We see that
A2.2/ D
X
23
p.2/;.2/A D

n
2

A.1/ C 3A.3/ C 2A.2;2/:
Thus we have
R.3/ D f.x; y/ 2 X  X : .A2.2//x;y D 3; x 6D yg;
R.2;2/ D f.x; y/ 2 X  X : .A2.2//x;y D 2g:
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Hence we find that A.3/ and A.2;2/ are uniquely determined. Similarly, as
A.2/A.3/ D 2.n − 2/A.2/ C 4A.4/ C A.2;3/;
A.2;3/ and A.4/ are determined and, as
A.2/A.2;2/ D

n − 2
2

A.2/ C 2A.4/ C 3A.2;3/ C 3A.2;2;2/;
A.2;2;2/ is determined. Thus, for  2 3 with ’./  3, A is uniquely determined.
Now assume that, for all  2 3 with ’./  l .l  3/, A is given. For x; y 2 X with
@.x; y/ D l C 1, let D.x; y/ D f 2 3l : .A.2/A/x;y 6D 0g: Then, by Lemma 3.3 and the
assumption, for every  2 3lC1, R is uniquely determined as follows
R D f.x; y/ 2 X  X : D.x; y/ D 8./g:
Thus X is unique, and we have demonstrated the assertion. 2
4. SPHERICAL REPRESENTATION
As Sn is a doubly transitive group on n letters, Sn has an irreducible character  satisfying
.u/ D n − 1−
mX
sD1
is
for u 2 R.i1;:::;im /.id/. .u/ means the number of fixed letters by a permutation u minus 1.
We write .i1; : : : ; im/ D .u/ if u 2 R.i1;:::;im /.id/.
LEMMA 4.1. Let E be a euclidean space of dimension jX j. Then there exists a mapping
− : X ! E such that hu; vi D ./ for any pair of vertices u and v in X satisfying .u; v/ 2 R,
where h ; i denotes the standard inner product.
PROOF. It is well known that a primitive idempotent E exists in the Bose–Mesner algebra
of X , which is given by
E D 1jX j
X
23
.1/./A:
(See Chapter II.7 of [1].) So the mapping − : X ! E defined by x D
q
jX j
.1/ E Ox is the desired
one, where Ox is the vector of length jX j whose yth entry is x;y . 2
For x1; x2; x3; x4 2 X such that x1 6D x3, x2 6D x4 and .x1; x2/; .x2; x3/; .x3; x4/; .x4; x1/ 2
R.2/, .x1; x2; x3; x4/ is called a quadrangle. For any quadrangle .x1; x2; x3; x4/, we have
.x1; x3/; .x2; x4/ 2 R.3/ [ R.2;2/ from Lemma 3.2(1). (In general, two distinct vertices u
and v adjacent to a common vertex in the graph 0 are at distance 2. Moreover, we have
.u; v/ 2 R.3/ [ R.2;2/:) A quadrangle .x1; x2; x3; x4/ is said to be a .3/-quadrangle if .x1; x3/,
.x2; x4/ 2 R.3/, and a .2; 2/-quadrangle if .x1; x3/; .x2; x4/ 2 R.2;2/.
LEMMA 4.2. We have the following.
.1/ Let .x1; x2; x3; x4/ be a .2; 2/-quadrangle. Then x1− x2C x3− x4 D 0, where 0 denotes
the zero vector in E .
.2/ Take xi , y j 2 X .1  i; j  3/ such that .xi ; x j / 2 R.3/, .yi ; y j / 2 R.3/ .1  i 6D j  3/
and .xi ; y j / 2 R.2/ .1  i; j  3/. Then x1 C x2 C x3 − y1 − y2 − y3 D 0.
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PROOF.
(1) Set p D x1 − x2 C x3 − x4. Then by Lemma 4.1, we have
hp; pi D 4.1/− 8.2/C 4.2; 2/
D 4.n − 1/− 8.n − 3/C 4.n − 5/
D 0:
Thus the assertion holds.
(2) The proof here is similar to that of Assertion (1). 2
LEMMA 4.3. Let  D .i1; : : : ; im/ 2 3 and  2 3 with ’./ D ’./ − 1. If p.2/; 6D 0,
then ./ D ./, ./C 1 or ./C 2. Moreover, one of the following holds.
.1/ ./ D ./C 1 iff  is of type .i/ of Lemma 3.1(1).
.2/ ./ D ./C 2 iff  is of type .i i/ of Lemma 3.1(1).
.3/ ./ D ./ iff  is of type .i i i/ of Lemma 3.1(1).
PROOF. It is clear from Lemma 3.1(1). 2
LEMMA 4.4. Take x1; x2; x3; x4 2 X such that .x1; x2; x3; x4/ is a .2; 2/-quadrangle. Let
x0 2 X with .x0; xi / 2 Ri for i 2 3 .1  i  4/. Then the following hold.
.1/ If 1 D .i/ and 2 D 4 D .i C 1/, then 3 D .i C 2/.
.2/ If 1 D .i1; i2; : : : ; im/, 2 D .i1 C 1; i2; : : : ; im/ and 4 D .i1; i2 C 1; : : : ; im/, then
3 D .i1 C 1; i2 C 1; : : : ; im/.
.3/ If 1 D .i1; i2; : : : ; im/ and 2 D 4 D .2; i1; i2; : : : ; im/, then 3 D .2; 2; i1; i2; : : : ; im/.
.4/ If 1 D .i1; i2; : : : ; im/, 2 D .2; i1; i2; : : : ; im/ and 4 D .i1 C 1; i2; : : : ; im/, then
3 D .2; i1 C 1; i2; : : : ; im/.
.5/ If 1 D .3/, 2 D .2/ and 4 D .4/, then 3 D .3/.
PROOF. By Lemma 4.2(1), we have
0 D hx0; x1 − x2 C x3 − x4i
D .1/− .2/C .3/− .4/:
We easily see that .2/ D .4/ D .1/− 1. Hence .3/ D .2/− 1. Since p2.2/;3 6D 0,
we have 3 D .i C 2/ by Lemma 4.3. Hence we have (1).
The remaining four assertions are proved similarly to (1). 2
In the remainder of this paper, we assume that X satisfies the following:
HYPOTHESIS. There is no quadrangle .x1; x2; x3; x4/ such that .x1; x3/ 2 R.3/ and .x2; x4/ 2
R.2;2/.
LEMMA 4.5. The following assertions are true.
.1/ Every quadrangle is a .3/-quadrangle or a .2; 2/-quadrangle.
.2/ For every x1; x2; x3 2 X such that x1  x2  x3 and .x1; x3/ 2 R.2;2/, there is a unique
vertex x4 2 X such that .x1; x2; x3; x4/ is a .2; 2/-quadrangle.
.3/ For every x1; x2; x3 2 X such that x1  x2  x3 and .x1; x3/ 2 R.3/, there are exactly
two vertices x4; x 04 2 X such that .x1; x2; x3; x4/ and .x1; x2; x3; x 04/ are .3/-quadrangles.
Moreover, .x4; x 04/ 2 R.3/.
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PROOF.
(1) Take any quadrangle .x1; x2; x3; x4/. We recall that .x1; x3/; .x2; x4/ 2 R.3/[ R.2;2/. By
the Hypothesis, we have (1).
(2) This is clear from Assertion (1) and the fact that p.2;2/.2/;.2/ D 2.(3) This is proved in a manner similar to Assertion (2). 2
LEMMA 4.6. Take x0; x1; x2; x3; x4 2 X such that .x1; x2; x3; x4/ is a quadrangle in 0 and
x0 2 R.2/.x1/ \ R.2;2/.x2/ \ R.2;2;2/.x3/ \ R.2;2/.x4/. Then .x1; x3/; .x2; x4/ 2 R.2;2/, i.e.
.x1; x2; x3; x4/ is a .2; 2/-quadrangle.
PROOF. Since x0  x1  x2 and .x0; x2/ 2 R.2;2/, by Lemma 4.5(2), take y 2 X such that
.x0; y; x2; x1/ is a (2,2)-quadrangle. As .x3; x0/ 2 R.2;2;2/, y  x0 and y  x2  x3, we have
y 6D x3 and @.y; x3/ D 2. Then, by Lemma 4.2(1),
0 D hx3; x0 − y C x2 − x1i
D .2; 2; 2/− hx3; yi C .2/− hx3; x1i
D 2n − 10− hx3; yi − hx3; x1i:
On the other hand, since @.y; x3/ D @.x1; x3/ D 2, we have .y; x3/; .x1; x3/ 2 R.3/ [ R.2;2/.
Since .2; 2/ D n − 5 and .3/ D n − 4, we have hy; x3i; hx1; x3i 2 fn − 5; n − 4g. So
hy; x3i D hx1; x3i D n − 5 D .2; 2/;
which implies that .x1; x3/ 2 R.2;2/. Thus, by Lemma 4.5(1), we have .x2; x4/ 2 R.2;2/. 2
LEMMA 4.7. Let x0; x1; x2 2 X be such that x0  x1, .x1; x2/ 2 R.3/ and .x0; x2/ 2 R.2;3/.
Then R.2/.x1/ \ R.2/.x2/  R.2;2/.x0/.
PROOF. Suppose this is not the case. Since p.3/.2/;.2/ D 3, the set R.2/.x1/\ R.2/.x2/ consists
of three vertices, say, y1; y2; y3, at least one of which is not contained in R.2;2/.x0/ by our
assumption. That vertex must be in R.3/.x0/ because it is at distance 2 from x0. Since the
set R.2/.x2/ \ R.3/.x0/ is cardinality p.2;3/.2/;.3/ D 1, we may assume y1; y2 2 R.2;2/.x0/ and
y3 2 R.3/.x0/.
As x0  x1  y1 and .x0; y1/ 2 R.2;2/, by Lemma 4.5(2), we may take a vertex z so
that .x0; x1; y1; z/ is a .2; 2/-quadrangle. Then .x1; z/ 2 R.2;2/. Since p.2;2/.2/;.2/ D 2, we havefx0; y1g D R.2/.x1/ \ R.2/.z/ and z 6 y2, z 6 y3.
We have .x2; z/ 2 R.2;2/, because otherwise .x2; z/ 2 R.3/ and x1 and z would be distinct
vertices of the set R.3/.x2/ \ R.2/.x0/ of cardinality p.2;3/.3/;.2/ D 1. We define y4 to be a unique
vertex such that .y4; z; y1; x2/ forms a .2; 2/-quadrangle. (See Lemma 4.5(2).) Observe
that x0 6D y4 by comparing their relations with x2, and hence @.x0; y4/ D 2 and .x0; y4/ 2
R.3/ [ R.2;2/. The relations between x0 and the vertices of this quadrangle are: .x0; z/ 2 R.2/,
.x0; y1/ 2 R.2;2/ and .x0; x2/ 2 R.2;3/. Suppose .x0; y4/ 2 R.2;2/ holds. Then it follows from
Lemma 4.4(3) applied to .y4; z; y1; x2/ with m D 1 and i1 D 2 that .x0; x2/ 2 R.2;2;2/, which
is a contradiction. Thus .x0; y4/ 2 R.3/. However, this implies that two vertices y3 and y4
lie in the set R.3/.x0/ \ R.2/.x2/ of cardinality p.2;3/.2/;.3/ D 1. Therefore y3 D y4. This is a
contradiction, since y4 is adjacent to z, while y3 is not, as we saw before. 2
LEMMA 4.8. Let x1; x2; x3; x4 2 X be such that .x1; x2; x3; x4/ is a .3/-quadrangle. Then,
for y 2 X , the following hold.
.1/ If y 2 R.3/.x1/ \ R.2/.x2/ \ R.3/.x3/, then .y; x4/ 2 R.2/ or R.4/.
.2/ If y 2 R.3/.x1/ \ R.2/.x2/ \ R.2;2/.x3/, then .y; x4/ 2 R.4/.
.3/ If y 2 R.2;2/.x1/ \ R.2/.x2/ \ R.2;2/.x3/, then .y; x4/ 2 R.2;3/.
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PROOF. The relation .y; x2/ 2 R.2/ and .x2; x4/ 2 R.3/ implies .y; x4/ to be R.2/, R.4/ or
R.2;3/ by Lemma 3.2(2).
(1) Suppose .y; x4/ 2 R.2;3/. Then x1 and x3 are the distinct vertices of the set R.2/.x4/ \
R.3/.y/ of cardinality p.2;3/.2/;.3/ D 1, which is a contradiction.
(2) Suppose that .y; x4/ 2 R.2/. Then .y; x3/ 2 R.2;2/ implies that .y; x2; x3; x4/ is a .2; 2/-
quadrangle by the Hypothesis, which contradicts .x2; x4/ 2 R.2;2/. Suppose .y; x4/ 2
R.2;3/. Then y  x2, .x2; x4/ 2 R.3/ and .y; x4/ 2 R.2;3/ implies that x1; x3 2 R.2;2/.y/.
(See Lemma 4.7.) This contradicts x1 2 R.3/.y/.
(3) Similarly to (2), we have .y; x4/ 62 R.2/. Suppose .y; x4/ 2 R.4/. Take z 2 X such
that .y; x2; x1; z/ is a (2,2)-quadrangle. We apply Lemma 4.4 to this (2,2)-quadrangle
.y; x2; x1; z/. Since x3 2 R.2;2/.y/ \ R.2/.x2/ \ R.3/.x1/, we have .z; x3/ 2 R.2;3/ by
Lemma 4.4(4) with m D 1 and i1 D 2. Since x4 2 R.4/.y/\ R.3/.x2/\ R.2/.x1/, we have
.z; x4/ 2 R.3/ by Lemma 4.4(5). This contradicts Lemma 4.7. Because .x1; x2; x3; x4/
is a .3/-quadrangle, z  x1, .x1; x3/ 2 R.3/ and .z; x3/ 2 R.2;3/, but .z; x4/ 2 R.3/. 2
LEMMA 4.9. Let x1; x2; y1; y2; y3 2 X and suppose that .x1; x2/ 2 R.3/ and fy1; y2; y3g D
R.2/.x1/ \ R.2/.x2/. Then there exists no vertex z 2 X such that z  x1, .z; yi / 2 R.2;2/
.i D 1; 2/, and .z; y3/ 2 R.3/.
PROOF. Suppose there exists such a z. Then .x1; y1; x2; y2/ and .x1; y2; x2; y3/ are .3/-
quadrangles, z 2 R.2;2/.y1/ \ R.2/.x1/ \ R.2;2/.y2/, and z 2 R.3/.y3/ \ R.2/.x1/ \ R.2;2/.y2/.
By Lemma 4.8(2) and (3), we therefore have a contradiction. 2
LEMMA 4.10. Let xi 2 X .1  i  6/. Suppose .x1; x2; x3; x4/ is a .2; 2/-quadrangle and
.x1; x2; x5; x6/ is a quadrangle. Then the following hold.
.1/ If .x4; x6/ 2 R.3/, then .x3; x5/ 2 R.3/.
.2/ If .x4; x6/ 2 R.2;2/, then .x3; x5/ 2 R.2;2/.
PROOF.
(1) Since @.x2; x6/ D 2, .x2; x6/ 2 R.3/ or R.2;2/. If .x2; x6/ 2 R.3/, then .x1; x2; x5; x6/ is
a (3)-quadrangle. Since x4 2 R.3/.x6/\ R.2/.x1/\ R.2;2/.x2/, Lemma 4.8(2) implies that
.x4; x5/ 2 R.4/. Thus x5 2 R.2/.x2/\ R.3/.x1/\ R.4/.x4/. Hence, by Lemma 4.4(5), we
have .x3; x5/ 2 R.3/. If .x2; x6/ 2 R.2;2/, we similarly have .x3; x5/ 2 R.3/.
(2) This is proved similarly. 2
LEMMA 4.11. Let xi 2 X .1  i  4/ and y 2 X . Suppose .x1; x2; x3; x4/ is a .2; 2/-
quadrangle, y 6 x1, and @.y; x2/ D @.y; x4/ D 2. Then the following hold.
.1/ If .y; x2/ 2 R.3/ or .y; x4/ 2 R.3/, then y  x3.
.2/ If there exists a vertex z 2 X such that x4  z  y, x2 6 z and .x1; z/ 2 R.2;2/, then
y  x3.
PROOF.
(1) We may assume .y; x2/ 2 R.3/. Then we have
0 D hy; x1 − x2 C x3 − x4i
D hy; x1i − .n − 4/C hy; x3i − hy; x4i:
Since y 6 x1  x2, @.y; x2/ D 2 and 0 is bipartite, we have @.y; x1/ D 3. As
@.y; x1/ D 3 and @.y; x4/ D 2, we easily see that hy; x1i  n − 5 and hy; x4i  n − 5.
So we have hy; x3i  n − 4. Then since @.y; x3/ D 1 or 3, hy; x3i D n − 3 and y  x3.
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(2) By (1), we may assume .y; x2/ 2 R.2;2/ and .y; x4/ 2 R.2;2/. Take u 2 X such that
.u; x1; x4; z/ is a .2; 2/-quadrangle. Then we know @.y; u/ D 2 and hy; ui  n − 4.
Therefore
0 D hy; u − x1 C x4 − zi
 .n − 4/− hy; x1i C .n − 5/− .n − 3/
D n − 6− hy; x1i;
and thus hy; x1i  n − 6. This implies
0 D hy; x1 − x2 C x3 − x4i
 .n − 6/− .n − 5/C hy; x3i − .n − 5/
D −.n − 4/C hy; x3i:
Hence we have hy; x3i  n − 4. Then since @.y; x3/ D 1 or 3, hy; x3i D n − 3 and
y  x3. 2
5. PROOF OF THE THEOREM
We will construct an isomorphism of the graph 0 D .Sn; R.2// with the graph 0 D .X; R.2//
inductively.
Take any permutation u D ..1/1   .1/i1 /.
.2/
1   .2/i2 /    .
.m/
1   .m/im / in R.i1;i2;:::;im /.id/
and any non-trivial cycle ..s/1   .s/is / in u, and choose its cyclic shift C .s/ D .
.s/
h   .s/h−1/
for some h D 1; : : : ; is , reading the indices modulo is . We split C .s/ into two parts C .s/1 D
f.s/h ; : : : ; .s/hC f−1g and C .s/2 D f.s/hC f ; : : : ; .s/h−1g for some f with 1  f  is − 1. Then we
recall
u.
.s/
k / D ..1/1   .1/i1 /    .
.s/
1   .s/k−1.s/kC1   .s/is /    .
.m/
1   .m/im /;
u[C .s/1 ;C
.s/
2 ] D ..1/1   .1/i1 /    .
.s/
h   .s/hC f−1/..s/hC f   .s/h−1/    ..m/1   .m/im /:
Fix one vertex of X and name it id. For a fixed integer l with 0  l  d.0/, we consider
a family of bijections  of R.id/ with R.id/ for every partition  with ’./  l which
satisfies the following properties T .l/1 and T .l/2:
T .l/1 the sum  D
S
 of maps  for all  with ’./  l induces an isomorphism of the
graph .
S
23;0’./l R.id/; R.2// with the graph .
S
23;0’./l R.id/; R.2//, and
T .l/2 if ’./  l C 1 for  D .i1;    ; im/, one of the following holds for any u D
.
.1/
1   .1/i1 /    .
.m/
1   .m/im / 2 R.i1;:::;im /.id/ and for all integers s; s0; k; k0; k00; f
with 1  s; s0  m, 1  k; k0; h  is , 1  k00  is0 , 2  f  is − 2, where we
adopt a convention of identifying a vertex ./ of .
S
23;0’./l R.i1;:::;im /.id/; R.2//
with a permutation  of .
S
23;0’./l R.i1;:::;im /.id/; R

.2//;
(a) (u..s/k /; u..s/kC1/ 2 R.3/ if is  3.
(b) (u..s/k /; u..s/k0 / 2 R.2;2/ if is  4, and jk − k0j 6D 1; is − 1.
(c) (u..s/k /; u..s0/k00 / 2 R.2;2/ if s 6D s0.
(d) (u..s/k /; u[C .s/1 ;C .s/2 ] 2 R.3/ if is  4, 2  f  is − 2 and k 2 fh; hC f − 1; hCf; h − 1g.
(e) (u..s/k /; u[C .s/1 ;C .s/2 ] 2 R.2;2/ if is  4, 2  f  is − 2 and k 62 fh; h C f −
1; h C f; h − 1g.
In this section, we prove the following two propositions.
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PROPOSITION 5.1. There is a family of bijections fg for all partitions of n with ’./  2
which satisfies the conditions T .2/1 and T .2/2.
PROPOSITION 5.2. For 3  l  d.0/, if a family of bijections fg for all partitions of 
with ’./  l − 1 satisfies T .l − 1/1 and T .l − 1/2, it can be extended to a family of bijections
fg for all partitions of  with ’./  l so that T .l/1 and T .l/2 hold.
From these two propositions, we have the following corollary.
COROLLARY 5.3. 0 is isomorphic to 0.
Therefore by Lemma 3.4, we have our main theorem.
Let 1x D
(
R.2/.x/; R.2;2/

for x 2 X .
LEMMA 5.4. 1x is isomorphic to the complement of the Johnson graph J .n; 2/ for every
x 2 X .
PROOF. Let 1 D 1x . Then for any adjacent pair .y; z/ in 1, let
.y; z/ D jfw 2 1 : w is adjacent to y and z in 1gj:
For any non-adjacent pair .y; z/ in 1, let
.y; z/ D jfw 2 1 : w is adjacent to y and z in 1gj:
CLAIM 1. .y; z/ D (n−42  for every adjacent pair .y; z/ in 1.
Take u 2 1 adjacent to y and z in 1. Then x 2 R.2/.y/, z; u 2 R.2;2/.y/ \ R.2/.x/
and .z; u/ 2 R.2;2/. By Lemma 4.5(2), there is a unique vertex v for which .x; u; v; z/ is a
.2; 2/-quadrangle. Then by Lemma 4.4(3) with m D 1 and i1 D 2, we have v 2 R.2;2;2/.y/.
Conversely, take any v 2 R.2;2;2/.y/ \ R.2/.z/. Suppose .x; v/ 2 R.3/. Then x 2 R.3/.v/ \
R.2/.y/ lies in the set of cardinality p.2;2;2/.3/;.2/ D 0, a contradiction. Hence .x; v/ 2 R.2;2/.
By Lemma 4.5(2), there is a unique vertex u for which .x; u; v; z/ is a .2; 2/-quadrangle. It
follows that u 2 R.2;2/.y/, as p.2;2;2/.3/;.2/ D 0, and therefore u is adjacent to y and z in 1. Hence
.y; z/ D jfv 2 X : v 2 R.2;2;2/.y/ \ R.2/.z/gj D p.2;2/.2;2;2/;.2/ D

n − 4
2

:
CLAIM 2. .y; z/ D (n−32  for every non-adjacent pair .y; z/ in 1.
Take u 2 1 adjacent to y and z in 1. Then x 2 R.2/.y/, u 2 R.2;2/.y/ \ R.2/.x/,
z 2 R.3/.y/\R.2/.x/, and .u; z/ 2 R.2;2/. There is a unique vertex v 2 X for which .x; u; v; z/
is a .2; 2/-quadrangle. Then by Lemma 4.4(4) with m D 1 and i1 D 2, v 2 R.2;3/.y/.
Conversely, take any v 2 R.2;3/.y/ \ R.2/.z/. If .x; v/ 2 R.3/, this contradicts Lemma 4.7.
So .x; v/ 2 R.2;2/, and there is a unique vertex u for which .x; u; v; z/ is a .2; 2/-quadrangle.
It follows that u 2 R.2;2/.y/, as p.2;3/.2/;.3/ D 1, and therefore u is adjacent to y and z in 1.
Hence
.y; z/ D jfv 2 X : v 2 R.2;3/.y/ \ R.2/.z/gj D p.3/.2;3/;.2/ D

n − 3
2

:
From Claims 1 and 2, 1 is a strongly regular graph with parameters .v; k; ; /D .(n2; (n−22 ;(
n−4
2

;
(
n−3
2

/, which are the same as those of the complement of the Johnson graph J .n; 2/.
So if n 6D 8, we have the assertion (see [3, 6, 7, 12]).
If n D 8, then 1 is isomorphic to the complement of the Johnson graph J .8; 2/ or the
complement of one of the three Chang graphs (see [3, 4]). Take any x 0 2 R.3/.x/ and let
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fy1; y2; y3g D R.2/.x/ \ R.2/.x 0/. Then, by Lemma 4.5(3), we have .x; yi ; x 0; y j / is a .3/-
quadrangle and .yi ; y j / 2 R.3/ for 1  i 6D j  3. Then by Lemma 4.9, there is no vertex z 2
R.2/.x/ such that .y1; z/; .y2; z/ 2 R.2;2/, .y3; z/ 2 R.3/. Now consider 1 D .R.2/.x/; R.3//,
the complement of 1. This means, for triangle fy1; y2; y3g in 1, that there is no vertex z not
adjacent to y1 nor y2 in 1 but adjacent to y3 in 1. But in each of the Chang graphs, for
every triangle fy01; y02; y03g, there is some vertex z0 not adjacent to y01 nor y02 but adjacent to y03
(see [4]). The assertion follows. 2
COROLLARY 5.5. There is a family of bijections f.1/; .2/g which satisfies the conditions
T .1/1 and T .1/2.
PROOF. By Lemma 5.4, 1id D
(
R.2/.id/; R.3/
 ’ J .n; 2/. Thus we may assume
R.2/.id/ D f.ab/ : 1  a < b  ng;
and for .ab/; .cd/ 2 R.2/.id/,(
.ab/; .cd/
 2 R.3/ iff jfa; bg \ fc; dgj D 1;(
.ab/; .cd/
 2 R.2;2/ iff fa; bg \ fc; dg D ;:
Hence conditions T .1/1 holds.
We recall 3l D f 2 3 : ’./ D lg. So 32 D f.3/; .2; 2/g. To show that condition T .1/2
holds, we need to show that (a) holds for every u 2 R.3/.id/ and that (c) holds for every
u 2 R.2;2/.id/. Take u D .123/ 2 R.3/.id/. Then .u.i /; u. j // 2 R.3/ for 1  i 6D j  3.
Hence (a) holds. Now, take u D .12/.12/ 2 R.2;2/.id/. Then .u.i /; u. j // 2 R.2;2/ for
1  i; j  2. Hence (c) holds.
Therefore we have the assertion. 2
LEMMA 5.6. For any x; x 0 2 X for which .x; x 0/ 2 R.3/, R.2/.x/ \ R.2/.x 0/ is a maximal
clique of size 3 in (R.2/.x/; R.3/.
PROOF. Let fy1; y2; y3g D R.2/.x/ \ R.2/.x 0/. As .x; yi ; x 0; y j / is a .3/-quadrangle by our
assumption previous to Lemma 4.5, we have .yi ; y j / 2 R.3/ .i 6D j/. Since
(
R.2/.x/; R.3/
 ’
J .n; 2/, the maximal cliques are of size 3 or of size n−1. Suppose fy1; y2; y3g is contained in
some maximal clique of size n− 1. Then there is some z 2 R.2/.x/ such that z is not adjacent
to y1 and y2, but is adjacent to y3 in
(
R.2/.x/; R.3/

by the structure of J .n; 2/. So we have
.z; y1/ 2 R.2;2/, .z; y2/ 2 R.2;2/ and .z; y3/ 2 R.3/, contradicting Lemma 4.9. 2
LEMMA 5.7. There is a bijection .2;2/ of R.2;2/.id/ with R.2;2/.id/ which satisfies thefollowing properties, under the identification of .2;2/. / with a permutation  of type .2; 2/.
.1/ .ab/2 R.2/.id/ and .cd/.e f /2 R.2;2/.id/ are adjacent in the graph
(
R.2/.id/[R.2;2/.id/;
R.2/

iff fa; bg D fc; dg or fe; f g.
.2/
(
.ab/.cd/; .ab/.e f / 2 R.2;2/ if fc; dg \ fe; f g D ;.
.3/
(
.ab/.cd/; .ab/.ce/
 2 R.3/ if d 6D e.
PROOF. We use the convention of writing a vertex .2/..ab// of R.2/.id/ by .ab/.
Let E D (.ab/; .cd/ 2 R.2/.id/  R.2/.id/ : (.ab/; .cd/ 2 R.2;2/}. Then for any(
.ab/; .cd/
 2 E , there is a unique vertex x for which (id; .ab/; x; .cd/ is a .2; 2/-quadrangle
by Lemma 4.5(2). Thus x 2 R.2;2/.id/.
Conversely, take any x 2 R.2;2/.id/. Since p.2;2/.2/;.2/ D 2, we may write R.2/.x/\ R.2/.id/ Dfy1; y2g. Then .id; y1; x; y2/ is a .2; 2/-quadrangle and .y1; y2/ 2 E . So there is a unique
element .y1; y2/ 2 E for which .id; y1; x; y2/ is a .2; 2/-quadrangle. Thus there is a one-to-one
correspondence between E and R.2;2/.id/. Now we can define a bijection .2;2/ of R.2;2/.id/
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with R.2;2/.id/ as follows. For any .ab/.cd/ 2 R.2;2/.id/, let .2;2/
(
.ab/.cd/

be a unique
vertex x in R.2;2/.id/ such that
(
id; .ab/; x; .cd/

is a .2; 2/-quadrangle. We can identify this
x with a permutation .ab/.cd/ and (1) holds.
Now we have
(
id; .ab/; .ab/.cd/; .cd/

and
(
id; .ab/; .ab/.e f /; .e f / are (2,2)-quadrangles,
and
(
.cd/; .e f / 2 R.2;2/. Hence Lemma 4.10(2) implies that (.ab/.cd/; .ab/.e f / 2 R.2;2/.
So (2) holds.
Similarly we have (3). 2
LEMMA 5.8. There is a bijection .3/ of R.3/.id/ with R.3/.id/ which satisfies the following
properties, under the identification of .3/. / with a permutation  of type .3/.
.1/ .ab/ 2 R.2/.id/ and .cde/ 2 R.3/.id/ are adjacent in the graph
(
R.2/.id/[R.3/.id/; R.2/

iff fa; bg  fc; d; eg.
.2/
(
.abc/; .acb/
 2 R.3/.
.3/
(
.abc/; .abd/
 2 R.3/ if c 6D d.
.4/
(
.abc/; .adb/
 2 R.2;2/ if c 6D d.
PROOF. We use the convention of writing a vertex .2/..ab// of R.2/.id/ by .ab/.
Take any triple fa; b; cg. Then f.ab/; .bc/; .ca/g is maximal clique in (R.2/.id/; R.3/. As
..ab/; .bc// 2 R.3/, the set R.2/..ab//\ R.2/..bc// consists of three vertices, including id. Let
x; x 0; id be such vertices. Then we can verify that each pair of them lies in the relation R.3/.
Applying Lemma 5.6 to .id; x/, the set R.2/.id/\ R.2/.x/ is a maximal clique of size 3 in the
graph
(
R.2/.id/; R.3/
 ’ J .n; 2/. Observe that R.2/.id/\ R.2/.x/ contains an edge f(ab),(bc)g
of the graph
(
R.2/.id/; R.3/

. Then f.ab/; .bc/; .ca/g and R.2/.id/\ R.2/.x/ are two maximal
cliques of size 3 in the graph
(
R.2/.id/; R.3/

containing an edge in common. Since each
edge of J .n; 2/ is contained in a unique maximal clique of size 3, the clique f.ab/; .bc/; .ca/g
coincides with R.2/.id/ \ R.2/.x/. In particular, .ca/  x . A similar argument applyed to
.id; x 0/ yields .ca/  x 0. Thus R.3/.id/\R.2/..ab//\R.2/..bc//\R.2/..ca// consists of exactly
two vertices x and x 0, which lie in R.3/. Since R.2/.id/\ R.2/.x/ contains 3 D p.3/.2/;.2/ vertices,
they are .ab/; .bc/ and .ca/. In particular, R.3/.id/ \ R.2/..ab// \ R.2/..bc// \ R.2/..ca//
intersects trivially with R.3/.id/\R.2/..a0b0//\R.2/..b0c0//\R.2/..c0a0// for a triple fa0; b0; c0g
distinct from fa; b; cg. That is, R.3/.id/ \ R.2/..ab// \ R.2/..bc// \ R.2/..ca// for all triples
fa; b; cg in f1; : : : ; ng gives a partition of R.3/.id/ of the same size 2. Since R.3/.id/ has
the corresponding partition with blocks f.abc/; .acb/g, we can then define a bijection .3/
of R.3/.id/ with R.3/.id/ by sending each block f.abc/; .acb/g to R.3/.id/ \ R.2/..ab// \
R.2/..bc// \ R.2/..ca//.
As we saw before, .ab/; .bc/; .ca/ are all the vertices of R.2/.id/ \ R.2/.x/ for x D
.3/..abc// and .3/..acb//, and
(
.3/..abc//; .3/..acb//
 2 R.3/. This implies that the bijec-
tion .3/ satisfies the properties (1) and (2).
We use the convention of writing a vertex .3/..abc// of R.3/.id/ by .abc/. Let [abc] D
f.abc/; .acb/g  R.3/.id/.
CLAIM. Take x 2 [abd] .c 6D d/. Then jR.3/.x/ \ [abc]j D jR.2;2/.x/ \ [abc]j D 1.
As x  .ab/  .abc/, @.x; .abc// D 2. So (x; .abc/ 2 R.3/ or R.2;2/. Similarly,(
x; .acb/
 2 R.3/ or R.2;2/.
Since
(
id; .ab/; x; .ad/

is a .3/-quadrangle and x 6 .ca/, we have (x; .ca/ 2 R.4/ by
Lemma 4.8(1). Similarly, (x; .bc/ 2 R.4/.
We know that fid; .ab/; .bc/; .ca/; .abc/; .acb/g ’ X .S3/. Therefore, by Lemma 4.2(2),
0 D hx; id − .ab/− .bc/− .ca/C .abc/C .acb/i
D .3/− .2/− 2.4/C hx; .abc/i C hx; .acb/i
D 9− 2n C hx; .abc/i C hx; .acb/i:
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Then, since hx; .abc/i; hx; .acb/i 2 fn − 5; n − 4g, we have fhx; .abc/i; hx; .acb/ig D fn −
5; n − 4g. Hence the claim is proved.
By Assertion (1), .ab/  .aib/; .abj/ (i; j 6D a; b, 1  i; j  n). From Lemma 5.4,
1.ab/ D .R.2/..ab//; R.3// ’ J .n; 2/. Let 1 D 1.ab/, and let 11.id/ be the induced subgraph
of 1 on the neighborhood of id. Then 11.id/ D f.aib/; .abj/ : i; j 6D a; b, 1  i; j  ng is
isomorphic to a 2 by n − 2 grid. By the claim above and the fact that (.aib/; .abi/ 2 R.3/
.1  i  n/, we may assume that (.abi/; .abj/ 2 R.3/ and (.abi/; .ajb/ 2 R.2;2/.
Now we redefine a bijection .3/ of R.3/.id/ with R.3/.id/. As we saw before, for any
triples fa; b; cg in f1; : : : ; ng, .3/..abc// and .3/..acb// are two distinct vertices of the set
R.3/.id/ \ R.2/..ab// \ R.2/..bc// \ R.2/..ca// of cardinality two. First, .3/..123// and
.3/..132// are two distinct vertices of the set R.3/.id/\ R.2/..12//\ R.2/..23//\ R.2/..31//.
We write .123/ D .3/..123// and .132/ D .3/..132//. By the claim above, for all i in
f4; : : : ; ng, let .3/..12i// be a unique vertex in the set R.3/.id/ \ R.2/..12// \ R.2/..2i// \
R.2/..i1//\R.3/..123// of cardinality 1 and .3/..1i2// be a unique vertex in the set R.3/.id/\
R.2/..12// \ R.2/..2i// \ R.2/..i1// \ R.3/..132// of cardinality 1. Continuing this argument,
for any triples fa; b; cg in f1; : : : ; ng, we define .3/..abc// such that the Assertions .3/ and .4/
hold. 2
PROOF (OF PROPOSITION 5.1). By Corollary 5.5 and Lemmas 5.7 and 5.8, there is a family
of bijections  of R.id/ with R.id/ for  2 f.1/; .2/; .2; 2/; .3/g which satisfies property
T .2/1.
Next we consider property T .2/2. By Corollary 5.5, we only need to show that (a)–(d) hold
for any u 2 R.2;2;2/.id/ [ R.2;3/.id/ [ R.4/.id/.
For u D .ab/.cd/.e f / 2 R.2;2;2/.id/, (c) is the only condition to be verified, which follows
from Lemma 5.7(2).
For u D .abc/.de/ 2 R.2;3/.id/, (a) and (c) are the only conditions to be verified. (a) fol-
lows from Lemma 5.7(3). Observe that (id; .ab/; .ab/.de/; .de/ and (id; .ab/; .abc/; .bc/
is a (2,2)-quadrangle and (3)-quadrangle respectively by Corollary 5.5 and Lemmas 5.7(1)
and 5.8(1). Since (.de/; .bc/ 2 R.2;2/, Assertion (c) follows from Lemma 4.10(2).
For u D .abcd/ 2 R.4/.id/, (a), (b) and (d) are the only conditions to be verified. (a) follows
from Lemma 5.8(3), and (b) follows from Lemma 5.8(4). Observe that (id; .ab/; .ab/.cd/,
.cd/

and
(
id; .ab/; .abc/; .ac/

is a (2,2)-quadrangle and (3)-quadrangle respectively by
Corollary 5.5 and Lemmas 5.7(1) and 5.8(1). Since (.cd/; .ac/ 2 R.3/, the Assertion (d)
follows from Lemma 4.10(1).
Proof of the assertion is therefore completed. 2
In the following we assume that there is a family of bijections fg for partitions  with
’./  l−1, which satisfies T .l−1/1 and T .l−1/2, If ’./  l−1, we identify a permutation
 2 R.id/ with its image . / 2 R.id/ under a bijection .
Take any u 2 Sn . For any two distinct letters  and  not fixed by u, we have .u.//./ D
.u.//./ (recall the definition in Section 3), and so we define
u.; / D .u.//./ D .u.//./:
Similarly, for any three distinct letters ,  and γ not fixed by u, we define
u.; ; γ / D .u.; //.γ / D .u.//.; γ /:
For example, let
u D .1 2 3/.4 5 6 7 8 9 10/.11 12 13 14/.15 16/:
Then
u.4; 6/ D .1 2 3/.5 7 8 9 10/.11 12 13 14/.15 16/;
u.4; 6; 13/ D .1 2 3/.5 7 8 9 10/.11 12 14/.15 16/:
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Take any permutation u D ..1/1   .1/i1 /.
.2/
1   .2/i2 /    .
.m/
1   .m/im / in R.i1;i2;;im /.id/.
For any non-trivial cycle ..s/i1   
.s/
is / in u, choose its cyclic shift .
.s/
h   .s/h−1/ for some
h D 1;    ; is , reading the indices modulo is . Split the ordered set C .s/ into two parts C .s/1 D
f.s/h ;    ; .s/hC f−1g and C .s/2 D f.s/hC f ;    ; .s/h−1g, and pick two letters .s/k and .s/k0 from C .s/1
and C .s/2 . We use the symbol u[C
.s/
1 ;C
.s/
2 ].
.s/
k / to denote the permutation splitting the cycle
C .s/ into two cycles C .s/1 and C
.s/
2 and deleting the letter 
.s/
k from C
.s/
1 . Similarly we use
the symbol u[C .s/1 ;C
.s/
2 ].
.s/
k ; 
.s/
k0 / to denote the permutation splitting the cycle C
.s/ into two
cycles C .s/1 and C
.s/
2 and deleting the letter 
.s/
k from C
.s/
1 and the letter 
.s/
k0 from C
.s/
2 . We
note that these two permutations do not depend on the order of splitting and deleting.
For example, let
u D .1 2 3/.4 5 6 7 8 9 10/.11 12 13 14/.15 16/:
Then
u[.6 7 8/.9 10 4 5/].4/ D .1 2 3/.6 7 8/.9 10 5/.11 12 13 14/.15 16/
D .u[.6 7 8/.9 10 4 5/]/.4/
D .u.4//[.6 7 8/. 9 10 5/];
u[.6 7 8/.9 10 4 5/].4; 6/ D .1 2 3/.7 8/.9 10 5/.11 12 13 14/.15 16/
D .u.4; 6//[.7 8/.9 10 5/]
D ..u.4/[.6 7 8/.9 10 5/]/.6/:
LEMMA 5.9. Take a permutation u in R.id/ with ’./ D l  3. Then there is a unique
vertex vu of the graph .X; R.2// which is adjacent to u./ for all letters  2 f1; : : : ; ng not
fixed by u. The vertex vu lies in R.id/. Furthermore, vu is adjacent in .X; R.2// to u[C1;C2]
for all possible non-trivial order-preserving partitions .C1;C2/ of any cycle C in u of length
not less than 4.
PROOF. Let  D .i1; : : : ; im/. Consider the case m D 1, that is, u has only one non-trivial
cycle. Then l D ’.i1/ D i1 − 1  3, or i1  4. By the hypothesis of induction, each
u 2 R.id/ with ’./ D l satisfies the condition T .l − 1/1 and T .l − 1/2. Hence, u..1/1 / 
u.
.1/
1 ; 
.1/
k /  u..1/k / and
(
u.
.1/
1 /; u.
.1/
k /
 2 R.2;2/ for 3  k  i1− 1. So there is a unique
vertex xk for which
(
u.
.1/
1 ; 
.1/
k /; u.
.1/
1 /; xk; u.
.1/
k /

is a .2; 2/-quadrangle by Lemma 4.5(2).
Then by Lemma 4.4(1) with m D 1, xk 2 R.i1/.id/: Since
(
u.
.1/
k /; u.
.1/
kC1/
 2 R.3/ and
u.
.1/
1 ; 
.1/
k / 6 u..1/kC1/ by the condition T .l−1/1, we have xk  u..1/kC1/ by Lemma 4.11(1).
As R.2/..u.1/1 // \ R.2/..u.kC1/1 // is of size p.2;2/.2/;.2/ D 2 containing the points xk; xkC1 and
u.
.1/
1 ; 
.1/
kC1/. So we have xk D xkC1 for 3  k  i1 − 2, and xi1−1  u..1/i1 /: Similarly,(
u.
.1/
1 /; u.
.1/
2 /
 2 R.3/ and u..1/1 ; .1/3 / 6 u..1/2 /: By Lemma 4.11(1), x3  u..1/2 /: Hence
vu D x3.
We assume m  2. First we show that there is a unique vertex vu such that vu 
u.
.s/
1 / for 1  s  m and vu 2 R.id/. Since u..1/1 /  u..1/1 ; .2/1 /  u..2/1 / and(
u.
.1/
1 /; u.
.2/
1 /
 2 R.2;2/ by the condition T .l − 1/1, there is a unique vertex vu for which(
u.
.1/
1 ; 
.2/
1 /; u.
.1/
1 /; vu; u.
.2/
1 /

is a .2; 2/-quadrangle by Lemma 4.5(2). Then by Lem-
ma 4.4(2), we have vu 2 R.id/.
For 3  s  m, u..2/1 /  u..2/1 ; .s/1 /  u..s/1 /,
(
u.
.1/
1 ; 
.2/
1 /; u.
.2/
1 ; 
.s/
1 /
 2 R.2;2/,
and u..1/1 / 6 u..2/1 ; .s/1 / by the condition T .l − 1/1 and T .l − 1/2. So vu  u..s/1 / by
Lemma 4.11(2).
Suppose vu  u..s/k / .1  s  m, 1  k  is − 1/. Take s0 with s0 6D s. Then(
u.
.s0/
1 ; 
.s/
k /; u.
.s0/
1 /; vu; u.
.s/
k /

is a .2; 2/-quadrangle,
(
u.
.s/
kC1/; u.
.s/
k /
 2 R.3/, and
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u.
.s0/
1 ; 
.s/
k / 6 u..s/kC1/ by the condition T .l − 1/1 and T .l − 1/2. So by Lemma 4.11(1), we
have vu  u..s/kC1/.
For 1  s  m and all possible non-trivial order-preserving partitions .C .s/1 ;C .s/2 / of cy-
cle C .s/, by the condition T .l − 1/1 and T .l − 1/2,
(
u.
.s/
h ; 
.s/
hC f /; u.
.s/
h /; vu; u.
.s/
hC f /

is a .2; 2/-quadrangle, u[C .s/1 ;C
.s/
2 ] 2 R.3/
(
u.
.s/
h /

, and u[C .s/1 ;C
.s/
2 ] 6 u..s/h ; .s/hC f /: By
Lemma 4.11(1), we have vu  u[C .s/1 ;C .s/2 ]: 2
PROOF (OF PROPOSITION 5.2). First we show that condition T .l/1 holds.
Let  D .i1; : : : ; im/. Take u D ..1/1   .1/i1 /    .
.m/
1   .m/im / 2 R.id/ with
’.i1; : : : ; im/ D l and w 2 X such that @.id; w/ D l − 1. By Lemma 3.1, Lemma 5.9
and the intersection numbers p.i1;:::;im /. j1;:::; jm0 /;.2/ with ’. j1; : : : ; jm0/ D l − 1, we know that vu  w
iff w D u..s/k / or u[C .s/1 ;C .s/2 ]. So we define a bijection  of R.id/ with R.id/ by
.u/ D vu .
Consider condition T .l/2. Take u D ..1/1   .1/i1 /    .
.m/
1   .m/im / 2 R.id/ with
’.i1; : : : ; im/ D l C 1  4.
CLAIM 1.
(
u.
.s/
k /; u.
.s/
kC1/
 2 R.3/ for 1  s  m, 1  k  is , is  3.
If m  2, by applying the hypothesis of induction to u..s/k /, u..s/kC1/ and u..s
0/
1 /, we have(
u.
.s/
k ; 
.s/
kC1; 
.s0/
1 /; u.
.s/
k ; 
.s/
kC1/; u.
.s/
k /; u.
.s/
k ; 
.s0/
1 /

is a .2; 2/-quadrangle,(
u.
.s/
k ; 
.s/
kC1; 
.s0/
1 /; u.
.s/
k ; 
.s/
kC1/; u.
.s/
kC1/; u.
.s/
kC1; 
.s0/
1 /

is a .2; 2/-quadrangle, and (
u.
.s/
k ; 
.s0/
1 /; u.
.s/
kC1; 
.s0/
1 /
 2 R.3/:
Hence, by Lemma 4.10(1), (
u.
.s/
k /; u.
.s/
kC1/
 2 R.3/:
If m D 1, then i1  5. By applying the hypothesis of induction to u..1/k /, u..1/kC1/ and
u.
.1/
kC3/, we have(
u.
.1/
k ; 
.1/
kC1; 
.1/
kC3/; u.
.1/
k ; 
.1/
kC1/; u.
.1/
k /; u.
.1/
k ; 
.1/
kC3/

is a .2; 2/-quadrangle,(
u.
.1/
k ; 
.1/
kC1; 
.1/
kC3/; u.
.1/
k ; 
.1/
kC1/; u.
.1/
kC1/; u.
.1/
kC1; 
.1/
kC3/

is a .2; 2/-quadrangle, and (
u.
.1/
k ; 
.1/
kC3/; u.
.1/
kC1; 
.1/
kC3/
 2 R.3/:
So by Lemma 4.10(1), (
u.
.1/
k /; u.
.1/
kC1/
 2 R.3/:
CLAIM 2.
(
u.
.s/
k /; u.
.s/
k0 /
 2 R.2;2/ if is  4 and jk − k0j 6D 1; is − 1.
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If m  2, by applying the hypothesis of induction to u..s/k /, u..s/k0 / and u..s
0/
1 /, we have(
u.
.s/
k ; 
.s/
k0 ; 
.s0/
1 /; u.
.s/
k ; 
.s/
k0 /; u.
.s/
k /; u.
.s/
k ; 
.s0/
1 /

is a .2; 2/-quadrangle,(
u.
.s/
k ; 
.s/
k0 ; 
.s0/
1 /; u.
.s/
k ; 
.s/
k0 /; u.
.s/
k0 /; u.
.s/
k0 ; 
.s0/
1 /

is a .2; 2/-quadrangle, and (
u.
.s/
k ; 
.s0/
1 /; u.
.s/
k0 ; 
.s0/
1 /
 2 R.2;2/:
Thus by Lemma 4.10(2), (
u.
.s/
k /; u.
.s/
k0 /
 2 R.2;2/:
If m D 1, then i1  5. So we may assume k0 6D kC2. By applying the hypothesis of induction
to u..1/k /, u.
.1/
k0 / and u.
.1/
kC2/, we have(
u.
.1/
k ; 
.1/
kC2; 
.1/
k0 /; u.
.1/
k ; 
.1/
k0 /; u.
.1/
k /; u.
.1/
k ; 
.1/
kC2/

is a quadrangle, (
u.
.1/
k ; 
.1/
kC2; 
.1/
k0 /; u.
.1/
k ; 
.1/
k0 /; u.
.1/
k0 /; u.
.1/
kC2; 
.1/
k0 /

is a .2; 2/-quadrangle, and (
u.
.1/
k ; 
.1/
kC2/; u.
.1/
kC2; 
.1/
k0 /
 2 R.2;2/:
Thus by Lemma 4.10(2), (
u.
.1/
k /; u.
.1/
k0 /
 2 R.2;2/:
CLAIM 3.
(
u.
.s/
k /; u.
.s0/
k0 /
 2 R.2;2/ for 1  s; s0  m, s 6D s0, 1  k  is , 1  k0  is0 .
By applying the hypothesis of induction to u..s/k /, u.
.s0/
k0 / and u.
.s0/
k0C1/, we have(
u.
.s/
k ; 
.s0/
k0 ; 
.s0/
k0C1/; u.
.s/
k ; 
.s/
k0 /; u.
.s/
k /; u.
.s/
k ; 
.s0/
k0C1/

is a .3/-quadrangle,(
u.
.s/
k ; 
.s0/
k0 ; 
.s0/
k0C1/; u.
.s/
k ; 
.s/
k0 /; u.
.s0/
k0 /; u.
.s0/
k0 ; 
.s0/
k0C1/

is a .2; 2/-quadrangle, and (
u.
.s/
k ; 
.s0/
k0C1/; u.
.s/
k0 ; 
.s0/
k0C1/
 2 R.2;2/:
So by Lemma 4.10(2), (
u.
.s/
k /; u.
.s0/
k0 /
 2 R.2;2/:
CLAIM 4. For 1  s  m, 1  k  is , 2  h  is − 2, 1  f  is − 1, we have(
u.
.s/
k /; u[C
.s/
1 ;C
.s/
2 ]
 2 R.3/ when k 2 fh; hC f−1; hC f; h−1g and (u..s/k /; u[C .s/1 ;C .s/2 ] 2
R.2;2/ when k 62 fh; h C f − 1; h C f; h − 1g.
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For k0, with 1  k0  is and jk − k0j 6D 1; is − 1, by applying the hypothesis of induction to
u.
.s/
k /, u[C
.s/
1 ;C
.s/
2 ] and u.
.s/
k /, we have(
u[C .s/1 ;C
.s/
2 ].
.s/
k ; 
.s/
k0 /; u[C
.s/
1 ;C
.s/
2 ].
.s/
k /; u.
.s/
k /; u.
.s/
k ; 
.s/
k0 /

is a .3/-quadrangle when k 2 fh; h C f − 1; h C f; h − 1g and a .2; 2/-quadrangle when
k 62 fh; h C f − 1; h C f; h − 1g,(
u[C .s/1 ;C
.s/
2 ].
.s/
k ; 
.s/
k0 /; u[C
.s/
1 ;C
.s/
2 ].
.s/
k /; u[C
.s/
1 ;C
.s/
2 ]; u[C
.s/
1 ;C
.s/
2 ].
.s/
k0 /

is a .2; 2/-quadrangle, and(
u.
.s/
k ; 
.s/
k0 /; u[C
.s/
1 ;C
.s/
2 ].
.s/
k0 /
 2 R.3/ when k 2 fh; h C f − 1; h C f; h − 1g;(
u.
.s/
k ; 
.s/
k0 /; u[C
.s/
1 ;C
.s/
2 ].
.s/
k0 /
 2 R.2;2/ when k 62 fh; h C f − 1; h C f; h − 1g:
Thus by Lemma 4.10, we have(
u.
.s/
k /; u[C
.s/
1 ;C
.s/
2 ]
 2 R.3/ when k 2 fh; h C f − 1; h C f; h − 1g;(
u.
.s/
k /; u[C
.s/
1 ;C
.s/
2 ]
 2 R.2;2/ when k 62 fh; h C f − 1; h C f; h − 1g:
Therefore we have proved the assertion. 2
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